Index

abstract (summary), 40, 67, 103, 145, 147, 148, 149
academic (professor), 68
academic research, 11, 38, 39
advanced search, see databases
agenda, 69
almanacs, see reference sources
analogy, 96
annotated bibliography, 56, 91, see also documentation
annotations, 56, see also documentation
archives, 59
artifacts, 192
Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL), 8
atlases, see reference sources
author search, see databases
authors
affiliations, 195
listed (on sources), 45–6
bias, 69, 172, see also Three R Method
bibliographies, see documentation; reference sources
blogs, 57
books,
critical evaluation, 72–4
electronic books (e-books), 135–6
index (index section), 117–18, 137
online catalog, see databases
popular books, 73
table of contents, 136
Boolean operators, 43–4
brainstorming, 24–6
brochures, 198–9
call numbers, 134
card catalog (print cards), 124–5, see also databases
CD-ROMS, 57
citation styles, see documentation
citations, 55, see also documentation
concept maps, 26–7
concept phrases, 42–3, see also keywords
conferences (academic), 6
controlled vocabulary, 128, 155
correlation, 96
credentials, 67–8, see also Three R Method
credibility, 67, see also Three R Method
critical thinking, 66

databases
advanced search, 129–30, 146–7, 152–5
article databases, 145
author search, 127–8
federated searches, 129, 145, 147

databases (Continued)
full text (complete article), 149–52: open access journals, 156
item records, 45, 131–2: issue number, 150; volume number, 150
keyword search, 126–7
library jargon, 145
link resolver, 150
off-campus access, 144
online catalogs, 115, 124–31, 172–3
results list, 147–8
subject guides, 146
subject search, 128–9
title search, 128
Dewey Decimal Classification System, see library classification systems
dictionaries, see reference sources
directories, see reference sources
document delivery, see interlibrary loan
documentation
bibliographies, 55, 114
citing sources, 81–5
documentation formats (citation styles):
APA (American Psychological Association), 91; Chicago (Turabian), 92; MLA (Modern Language Association), 92
references (reference list), 87
works cited, 87
electronic books (e-books), see books
electronic (online) reference sources, see reference sources
electronic resources, see databases
empirical research articles, 103–4
encyclopedias, see reference sources
ERIC (Education Resources Information Center) documents, 59–60
evaluation, see Three R Method

fact sheets, 198–9
false hits, 41
federal depository library, see government documents
federated search, see databases
full quotation, see incorporating source material

Index

Google Scholar, see Web
government sources, 58, 169
bills and laws, 175
federal depository library, 169–72
Federal Digital System (FDsys), 173
microforms, 175–6
United States Government Portal (USA.gov), 174
guides, see reference sources

handbooks, see reference sources
hyponyms, 40
hypothesis, 96
idea generators, 27–9
images, 191
incorporating source material
full quotation, 85
paraphrase, 86
partial quotation, 85–6
summary, 86
identifying source material
attributive phrases, 86
endnotes, 86–7
footnotes, 86–7
in-text citations, 87
parenthetical citations (parenthetical notes), 86
superscript, 86
index (index section), see books; reference sources
information, 4–9, 11–14
Information Age, 8
information conversation, 6–8
information literacy, 8–9; see also Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL)
information timeline, 53–4
interlibrary loan, 134–5, 151
interrogating sources, 95–7
Internet, see Web
internet search engine, see Web
interpretation, 51
interviews, 60, 195–8
item records, see databases
jargon, 57

keywords, 39–44, see also hypernyms; hyponyms; synonyms
keyword search, see databases

librarians, 13–14
libraries, 8, 12–13, 58, 111, 116, 125, 127, 130, 132–5, 143, 144, 145, 147, 150, 151, 152, 155, 156, 169–72, 173, 193, 204, 205, 207, 210, see also library classification systems; library collections
library catalog, see databases
library classification systems
Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) System, 133
Library of Congress (LCC) Classification System, 133
Superintendent of Documents (SuDoc) Classification System, 170–1, 172
library collections
general collections (stacks), 55, 59, 111
government documents collections, 169–71
ready reference collections, 116
reference collections, 111–12
special/archival collections, 59
Library of Congress Classification (LCC) System, see library classification systems
literature review, 206

magazines, see periodicals
manuals, see reference sources
manuscripts, 59
media, 53
media literacy, 8
medium, 53
microforms, 59
microfiche, 59
microfilm, 59
monographs, 199

newsletters, 198
newspapers, see periodicals
news sources (for topic development), 29–31, see also topics
note-taking and outlining (from sources), 97–101

objectivity, 69
online books, see books
online catalog, see databases
original research, 206–7
pamphlets, 198–9
paraphrase, see incorporating source material
partial quotation, see incorporating source material
peer review, 61, 73
peer-reviewed journals, see periodicals
periodicals, access, 143–4
browsing periodicals, 156–7
critical evaluation, 74–5
magazines, 142–3
newspapers, 142
open access journals, 156
peer-reviewed journals (academic journals, scholarly journals), 143
periodicals (defined), 141
trade publications, 61, 143
photographs, 60
plagiarism, 83–4
podcasts, 60–1, 192–3
post hoc fallacy, 96
primary sources, 51–2
professional experience, 68
ready reference, see library collections
references, see documentation
reference librarians, 205
reference sources, 111–21
almanacs, 54, 113
atlases, 54, 113–14
bibliographies, 55, 114
biographical dictionaries, 114
dictionaries, 57, 114
directories, 114
electronic (online) reference sources, 116
Index

reference sources (Continued)
encyclopedias, 58, 114
guides, 59, 114
handbooks, 59, 114
index (index section), 117–18
manuals, 59
reference entries, 117–20
signed reference entries, 119–20
subject encyclopedias, 115
reports, 199
research, 5, 9–10
research logs, 36–9
research questions, 19

scholars, 51
scholarly peer-reviewed journals, see periodicals
secondary sources, 51–2
serials, see periodicals
social media, 61, 193–4
source, 50
source mining, 101–2
statistics (statistical data)
demographics, 162
googling statistics, 161
government sources, 163–4
statistics, 160–5
subject search, see databases
subjectivity, 69, see also bias
summary, see incorporating source material
Superintendent of Documents (SuDoc)
Classification System, see library classification systems
synonyms, 40
synthesize, 95

tertiary sources, 52
text, 8
thesis, 96
title search, see databases
topics (research topics), 19–33, see also research questions
refining, 31–2
testing, 31–2

Three R Method, see also bias
evaluation, 65
recency (currency/timeliness), 71–2
relevance, 66–7, 149
reliability (credibility), 67–71
trade magazines, see periodicals
truncation, 41
typescripts, 59

uniform resource locator (URL), see Web

vanity presses, 73
video recordings, 61–2
visual literacy, 8
vlogs, 57
vodcasts, 192–3

Web (World Wide Web), 61, 179–86
cloud, 179
critical evaluation (Web-based resources), 76–7
cyberspace, 179
domains (top-level domains), 180–1
Google, 13
Google Scholar, 13, 155–6
Internet (as distinct from Web), 179
internet search engines (e.g., Google), 182–3
natural language search, 182–3
servers, 179
subject guides (LibGuides), 185
Uniform Resource Locator (URL), 179
Web address, 179
Web directories, 184–5
webpages, capturing, 183–4
webpages/websites, 61, 179
websites, see Web
white papers, 199
Wikipedia, 116, 185–6
works cited, see documentation
World Wide Web, see Web
WorldCat, see databases

YouTube, 190, 194